
EXPLAIN THE STEPS TO WRITE AN ESSAY

The most important step in writing an essay or research paper is to fully comprehend the essay question What is the
prompt indirectly asking?.

And most importantly, do not forget about the small things. Even though it sounds overwhelming at first, the
smoothest way to get through even the largest of reports is by organizing it into smaller sections. Main Idea.
Steps 3 and 4 can be repeated several times until your point is fully developed. Take your time and follow all
the tips and tricks above. When you figure that out, unless you have experience in writing that specific style,
you need to look at what an effective essay looks like. A proper paper consists of three parts. Everything
should be done with a purpose. Writing a Thesis Your thesis is what should pack the biggest punch in your
introduction and maybe even the whole paper. Paragraph 2. The essay must begin with a concise, yet creative
introduction. Continually refer to your thesis statement when writing your essay and make sure to never stray
from your main points. This is the most important sentence in the paragraph that tells readers what the rest of
the paragraph will be about. Knowing what kind of essay you are trying to write can help you decide on a
topic and structure your essay in the best way possible. Use the outline for guidance Do not skip over steps. I
quickly adapted a method of essay writing, which I believe simplifies and streamlines the process. The
introduction is where some students struggle the most, so to avoid getting bogged down, create the
introduction later. This method takes the stress out of essay writing because it eliminates guesswork;
struggling for the right idea or argument and helps you ensure your thesis is strong. When to start a new
paragraph As soon as you address a new idea, argument or issue, you should start a new paragraph. Your mind
may be sharp and your instructions must be so simple that even a child can follow them. Your essay
introduction is going to be the very first thing that the reader uses to in terms of gathering information
regarding what you have written.


